Spanish Immersion trips in New Mexico, the only state in the USA where Spanish is an official language.

Because we care about our customers and their safety, we offer unbeatable standards in security, medical care, facilities, cultural activities and ... COST.

With over 200,000 students per year, Instituto Cervantes of Albuquerque offers a variety of Spanish courses for individuals and groups and organizes many exciting cultural events throughout the year.

This unique program includes historical, cultural and linguistic aspects that not only challenge the student but create skills for personal growth in a real Spanish social context:

- Spanish Second Language
- Spanish Language Arts immersion classes specifically designed for each group.
- New Mexican Interactive Cultural Workshops.
- Guided visits in Spanish to beautiful Albuquerque’s Old Town and museums, Santa Fe, Indian Pueblos, Taos and more!

Accommodation, meals, ground transportation, and learning materials included!

PROGRAM PRICES

Prices are calculated per student and per week. Prices include: double room hotel for seven nights, daily ground transportation, daily meals, 35 hours of Spanish classes and workshops, guided visits and tickets to all cultural and touristic attractions and field trips. Please note that the price does not include the air fare from the point of origin.

Price per week/student: 1,600 USD

For reservations and further information:

Email: adx2abq@cervantes.es
http://albuquerque.cervantes.es
Tel. +1 505 724 4777

Academic and cultural activities:

Mornings:
(9.00 am - 12.00 pm) Spanish Language & Culture immersion classes designed according to the needs, linguistic competence and curriculum of each group. Instituto Cervantes educational facilities.

Spanish Language Arts Modules:
(Literature, History, Culture, Social Studies, Arts, Linguistics, Native-American Studies).

Afternoons:
(1.00 pm - 5.00 pm) New Mexican Interactive Cultural Workshops in Spanish' different topics on New Mexican and Hispanic Culture: Dance, Music, History and Traditions, Food, Arts Nature, Legends, Cinema, etc.

Cultural guided visits in Spanish:
Albuquerque’s Old Town, Santa Fe, Palace of the Governors, Indian Pueblos, Rio Grande, Sandia Peak etc.